AbstractÐTask scheduling is essential for the proper functioning of parallel processor systems. Scheduling of tasks onto networks of parallel processors is an interesting problem that is well-defined and documented in the literature. However, most of the available techniques are based on heuristics that solve certain instances of the scheduling problem very efficiently and in reasonable amounts of time. This paper investigates an alternative paradigm, based on genetic algorithms, to efficiently solve the scheduling problem without the need to apply any restricted assumptions that are problem-specific, such is the case when using heuristics. Genetic algorithms are powerful search techniques based on the principles of evolution and natural selection. The performance of the genetic approach will be compared to the well-known list scheduling heuristics. The conditions under which a genetic algorithm performs best will also be highlighted. This will be accompanied by a number of examples and case studies.
INTRODUCTION
T HE impressive proliferation in the use of parallel processor systems these days in a great variety of applications is the result of many breakthroughs over the last two decades. These breakthroughs span a wide range of specialties, such as device technology, computer architectures, theory, and software tools. However, there remain many problems that need to be addressed which will keep the research community busy for years to come [1] .
A major issue in the operation of parallel computing systems is that of scheduling, which is an important problem in other areas such as manufacturing, process control, economics, operation research, to name a few [2] , [3] . To schedule is to simply allocate a set of tasks or jobs to resources such that the optimum performance is obtained. If these tasks are not interdependent the problem is known as task allocation. In a parallel processor system, one would expect a linear improvement with the increase in the number of processors used. However, this is generally not the case due to factors such as communication overhead, control overhead, and precedence constraints between tasks [4] .
The efficiency of a parallel computing system is commonly measured by completion time, speedup, or throughput, which in turn reflect the quality of the scheduler. Many heuristic algorithms have already been developed which provide effective solutions. Most of these methods, however, can solve only limited classes of the scheduling problem [2] , [5] . The scheduling problem is known to be NP-complete for the general case and even for many restricted cases [4] . For this reason, scheduling is usually handled by heuristic methods which provide reasonable solutions for restricted instances of the problem. This paper is divided as follows: In Sections 2 and 3, an overview of the problem is given along with a brief description of the solution methodology. Section 4 provides a more detailed description of genetic algorithms. The proposed methods are given in Section 5. Experiments and results are provided in Section 6 and conclusions follow in Section 7.
PROBLEM OVERVIEW
There are many methods which are currently used to schedule tasks onto parallel processor machines. At the moment heuristics offer the most successful solutions to the problem [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
Heuristic Searches and List Scheduling Heuristics
A heuristic is an algorithm which is guaranteed to find a near optimal solution in less than polynomial time. It searches a path in the solution space at the expense of ignoring other possible paths. Most scheduling heuristics belong to the list scheduling class. Each task is assigned a priority then added to a list of waiting tasks in order of decreasing priority. As processors become available, the task with the highest priority is selected and assigned to the most suited processor. The major difference between algorithms in this class is the mean by which priorities are assigned and the most suited processor is allocated.
For the list scheduling heuristic (LSH) used in this paper the level of each task is calculated based solely on execution times [9] . The priority scheduler used is known as CP/MISF (critical path/most immediate successor first) [11] which is based on highest level first, with ties broken by choosing the task with the greatest number of immediate successors. A task at the head of the list is assigned to the processor that has the earliest start time for that task. The starting time of a task is calculated as the greater of the processor ready time and the message ready time. The consideration of the message ready time allows for target architectures that are not fully connected [13] .
The insertion scheduling heuristic [12] is an improvement over LSH in that it tries to assign ready tasks to the idle time slots resulting from communication delays and precedence relations. Several variants on the basic ISH algorithm are possible. The insertion scheduling heuristic is further improved by the duplication of certain tasks to reduce the cost of communication. The duplication scheduling heuristic [12] attempts to reduce communication delays by executing key tasks on more than one processor.
The above three heuristics were originally developed for parallel processor systems in which communication delays are negligible. The mapping heuristic was designed to cater to realistic interconnect topologies because it considers many parameters neglected in previous heuristics (e.g., link contentions, arbitrary connection schemes). Routing tables are used to keep track of the messages in the network, allowing accurate estimation of contention delays to optimize processor choice. Each processor has its own table with entries for every processor. During scheduling the routing tables are updated so as to reflect the current system status. The mapping heuristic algorithm incorporates adaptive routing so as to minimize communication delays. A modification of the mapping heuristics is proposed in [13] to smooth out some of the existing inconsistencies.
Genetic Algorithms
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search algorithm which is based on the principles of evolution and natural genetics [16] , [17] . It combines the exploitation of past results with the exploration of new areas of the search space. By using survival of the fittest techniques combined with a structured yet randomized information exchange, a GA can mimic some of the innovative flair of human search. A generation is a collection of artificial creatures (strings). In every new generation a set of strings is created using information from the previous ones. Occasionally a new part is tried for good measure. GAs are randomized, but they are not simple random walks. They efficiently exploit historical information to speculate on new search points with expected improvement.
The central theme of research on GAs has been robustness. The balance between efficiency and efficacy is necessary for survival in many different environments. The implications of robustness for artificial systems are manifold. If artificial systems can be made more robust, costly redesigns can be reduced or eliminated. If higher levels of adaptation can be achieved, existing systems can perform their functions longer and better. Features for self-repair, self-guidance, and reproduction are the rule in biological systems, whereas they barely exist in the most sophisticated artificial systems.
Random search algorithms have achieved increasing popularity as researchers recognize the shortcomings of calculus-based and enumerative schemes [18] , [19] . Random walks and random schemes that search and save the best must be discounted because of efficiency requirements. Random searches, in the long run, can be expected to do no better than enumerative schemes [20] . Random search methods are distinct from randomized techniques. A GA is an example of a search procedure that uses random choice as a tool to guide a highly exploitative search through a coding of a parameter space. Simulated annealing is another example that uses a random process to guide its form of search for minimal energy states [21] .
How Genetic Algorithms Differ from Other Search Techniques
In order for GAs to surpass other techniques in terms of robustness, they must differ in some fundamental ways. GAs are different from more normal optimization and search procedures in five ways:
1. working with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves; 2. searching from a population of points, not a single point; 3. using payoff (objective function) information, not derivatives or other auxiliary knowledge; 4. using probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic rules; and 5. coding.
The majority of optimization methods move from a single point in the decision space to the next using some transition rule to determine the next point. This point-topoint method is dangerous as it can locate false peaks in multimodal (many-peaked) search spaces. GAs overcome this by working from a database of points simultaneously (a population of strings), climbing many peaks in parallel. The probability of finding a false peak is reduced compared to methods that go point to point.
Many search techniques require auxiliary information in order to work properly. For example, gradient-based techniques need derivatives in order to be able to climb the current peak and other local search procedures like the greedy techniques of combinational optimization require access to most if not all tabular parameters [22] . GAs have no need for all this auxiliary information; they are blind. To perform an effective search for better and better structures they only require payoff values (objective function values) associated with individual strings. This characteristic makes a GA a more canonical method than many search schemes. Different search problems have vastly different forms of auxiliary information. By not using this auxiliary information a broadly based scheme can be developed. Of course, this does not mean that when information is available one should not use it.
The mechanics of a simple GA are surprisingly simple, involving nothing more complex than copying strings and swapping partial strings. Simplicity of operation and power of effect are two main attractions of the GA approach. The effectiveness of the GA depends upon an appropriate mix of exploration and exploitation. Three operators are needed to achieve this: selection, crossover, and mutation.
Selection according to fitness is the source of exploitation. The mutation and crossover operators are the sources of exploration. In order to explore they must disrupt some of the strings on which they operate. The trade-off of exploration and exploitation is clearest with mutation. As the mutation rate is increased, mutation becomes more disruptive until the exploitative effects of selection are completely overwhelmed. More information is provided on these operators in the next section.
THE WAY GENETIC ALGORITHMS WORK
A GA starts with a pool of feasible solutions (population) and a set of biologically inspired operators defined over the population itself. At each iteration, a new population of solutions is created by breeding and mutation, with the fitter solutions being more likely to procreate. According to evolutionary theories, only the most suited elements in a population are likely to survive and generate offspring, transmitting their biological inheritance to the next generation. GAs operate through a simple cycle of stages: creation of a population a strings, evaluation of each string, selection of the best strings, and reproduction to create a new population [16] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] .
Individuals are encoded as strings known as chromosomes composed over an alphabet. The chromosome values, genotypes, are uniquely mapped onto the decision variable, phenotypic domain. The most common representation for GAs is the binary alphabet fHY Ig. Other representations include ternary, integer, and real valued [27] .
Variables are mapped onto the chromosome as shown in Fig. 1 . Here v I is encoded with 5 bits and v P with 9 bits. When the chromosome is decoded into its phenotypic values, meaning specific to the problem can be gained. Once the chromosome has been decoded, it is possible to evaluate the performance, or fitness, of individuals in a population. An objective function is used to characterize an individual's performance to the problem. This is analogous to an individual's ability to survive in the natural world. Thus, the objective function gives the basis for selection of pairs of individuals that will be mated together during reproduction. During selection, each individual is assigned a fitness value given by the objective function. Then pairs are selected for matting. Individual selection is biased to fitter individuals, giving them a proportionally higher chance of being selected.
Reproduction involves two types of genetic manipulation, namely crossover and mutation. The simplest crossover operator is single point where genetic information is swapped after a random position, producing two new offsprings. Mutation is another genetic operator that is applied to all new chromosomes with a set probability. In the binary string representation, mutation will cause a random bit to change its state, 0 to 1 or vice versa. Mutation can be considered a background operator that ensures the probability of finding the optimal solution is never zero. Mutation tends to inhibit the possibility of converging to a local, rather than the global optimum.
After reproduction, the cycle is repeated. New individuals are decoded and the objective function evaluated to give their fitness values. Individuals are selected for mating according to fitness and so the process continues. The average performance of individuals in a population is expected to increase as good individuals are preserved and bred, while less fit members die out. The GA is terminated under a given criteria, for example, a certain number of generations have been completed, a level of fitness has been obtained or a point in the search space has been reached.
There are several parameters to fine-tune in a GA, such as population size and mutation frequency. These parameters can be chosen with experience or through experiments.
MODIFYING SIMPLE GENETIC ALGORITHMS
The basic type of GAs, known as the simple GA (SGA), uses a population of binary strings, single point crossover, and proportional selection [16] , [17] . Many other modifications to the SGA have been proposed; some of these are adopted in this work.
Population
Typically, SGA use of a population of 30-100 individual solutions, although a variant called the micro GA uses a very small population (~10 individuals) in order to speed computation time [28] .
Initialization and Realization
The first step in the SGA is to create an initial population. Usually a random number generator is used to uniformly distribute numbers in the desired range. For instance, a binary population of x ind individuals whose chromosomes are v ind bits long would require, x ind Â v ind random numbers uniformly distributed over the set fHY Ig to be generated. A variation to this is the extended random initialization, where the GA is seeded with individuals known to be in the vicinity of the global minimum.
The Fitness and Objective Functions
The objective function provides the mechanism for evaluating each chromosome in the problem domain. In the case of a minimization problem, the most fit individuals would have the lowest numerical value for their objective function. The fitness function normalizes the objective function value, transforming it into a relative measure of fitness in a convenient range, 0 to 1, i.e.,
where f is the objective function, g transforms the value of the objective function to a nonnegative number, and F is the resulting relative fitness. The normalized fitness value is then used by the selection mechanism. 
Selection
Selection models use ªsurvival of the fittestº mechanism. Fitter solutions survive while weaker ones perish. In the SGA, a fitter string is more likely to receive a higher number of offspring, increasing its chances of survival.
In the proportionate selection scheme where a string with fitness value p i is allocated a relative fitness of p i ap , where p is the average fitness of the population. The SGA uses the roulette wheel style of selection to implement proportional selection. Each string is allocated a sector (slot) of a roulette wheel with the angle subtended by the sector at the center of the wheel equal to P%p iap . A string is allocated an offspring if a randomly generated number in the range HEP% falls in the sector corresponding to the string. The algorithm selects strings until the next generation is completely generated.
The basic roulette wheel selection method is called stochastic sampling with replacement (SSWR). In this method, the segment size and corresponding selection probability remain the same throughout selection. It is also possible for the final number of offspring to vary significantly from that expected. However, for a large population, the actual number of offsprings approaches that expected.
Stochastic sampling with partial replacement (SSWPR) extends the SSWR by reducing the sector of an individual if it is chosen. Another extension is the remainder stochastic sampling with replacement (RSSR). Here, individuals are selected according to the integer part of their expected number of offspring, with the fractional part decided probabilistically, by using either SSWR or SSWPR. Other types of selection techniques are Stochastic sampling with partial replacement (SSWPR) and Stochastic universal sampling (SUS) [16] .
Crossover
Crossover produces new individuals that have some portions of both parent's genetic material. The simplest form of crossover is single-point crossover which was described previously. Typically the SGA uses a crossover rate of 0.5-1.0 [16] .
Multipoint crossover uses m randomly chosen crossover positions. Bits between successive crossover points are exchanged producing two new offspring. In this case, parts of the chromosome that contributes most to the fitness of an individual may not necessarily be contained in adjacent substrings. The disruptive nature can also encourage exploration of the search space, rather than favoring convergence to locally fit individuals early on, making the search more robust. Other methods of crossover are Uniform and Shuffle crossovers. Real-valued genes can also use line recombination or intermediate recombination schemes.
Mutation
As stated earlier, strings are subject to mutation. Mutation is applied uniformly to the entire current generation of strings. In SGAs, mutation is randomly applied with a low probability, typically in the range of 0.1-1.0 percent. In the SGA, mutation is a background operator, ensuring that the probability of finding the optimal solution is never zero. Mutation also acts as a safety net to recover good genetic material that may be lost through selection and crossover.
Variations on mutation include biasing towards less fit individuals, increasing the exploration without losing information from fitter individuals, or changing the mutation rate, decreasing it with population convergence or increasing it with stagnation. With nonbinary representations, mutation is achieved by randomly altering the gene values within some allowed range.
Termination
The GA is a stochastic search method where the average performance of individuals in a population is expected to increase as good individuals are preserved and bred, while less fit members die out. However, because a population may remain static for a number of generations before a superior individual is found, using a single termination criteria is problematic. Typically, a GA is terminated after a certain number of generations or if a level of fitness has been obtained or a point in the search space has been reached.
Replace, Release, and Save (RRANDS)
The crossover method Replace, Release, and Save (RRANDS) is a reordering crossover scheme. It was specifically developed for use with the encoding system (proposed in Section 5) developed for this work. The classical one-dimensional string has been changed to a twodimensional string. There are some symbols which must be defined before continuing.
An Alright task is a task which has been accounted for. A Replace task is one which needs to be replaced. A Release task is one which needs to be moved and a Stay task is one which should not be moved. The best way to explain how this works is with an example. Each task in this example has a property called height (shown within the brackets) which will be discussed in Section 5. Each of the strings (A and B) must have each task in ascending order of height.
Step 1. The first step is to find crossover points. This is achieved by randomly selecting a point in the first substring of A (A.1) and then moving to the first cliff after this point. A cliff is a point at where the height's of two neighbors are different. Having randomly selected task 25 as the cross point, the cross point is moved to task 27, which is the next cliff. The tasks after task 27 on substring A.1 will be transferred to string B and the tasks before and including task 27 will stay in A. An ªidenticalº point must be found on string B.1. The condition which must be satisfied is that the height of the tasks staying in B.1 is to the height of task 27 and the height of the tasks being moved are > the height of task 27 (for this example). The cross point for B.1 is task 21.
Step 2. Once the cross points have been selected, the tasks to be moved over have to go through the RRANDS check system.
. Check Alright Tasks For each task after the cross point A. 
Else Mark as Stay
Step 3. Once the tasks have been marked the substrings can be crossed. Move all tasks after cross point A.1 to after cross point B.1, excluding the ones which are Stay tasks. The same is done for string B.1. The Stay tasks must be moved within their own substring to maintain the ascension property.
Step 4. Once the crossing of the last substring is done, the algorithm must proceed to the next substring, assuming it exists.
Step 5. The selection of the next cross points is more involved than the original selection as Release and Replace tasks must be taken into account. For string A, Release tasks represent a duplication of tasks within the complete string. As seen above, string A has two copies of task 30. This violates one of the preconditions; that each string must have one and only one copy of each task. Replace tasks represent a lack of tasks, tasks 28 and 29 need to be replaced so that string A can have a complete set of tasks. The opposite holds for string B; Replace tasks represent a duplication, and Release tasks represent a lack. A Stay task represents the violation of the one and only one rule if the task is moved. If a Stay task was to be moved from string A to B, then string A will never be able to get a replacement for that task and string B will have duplicated the task and never be able to remove one copy. A cross point must be found in string A.2 such that it obeys the cliff rule and that its height the smallest height of the Release tasks in string A.2 and the Replace tasks of string B.2. In our example there are no Release tasks in string A.2, but there is a Replace task in string B.2. Task 24 was randomly selected; the next cliff is at task 26, of height 4. This height is less than the height of task 29 (the Replace task of string B.2). Once a cross point has been found for both substrings step 2 onwards is repeated until all substrings are done.
Skipping ahead to the third substring in our example shows the first use of the Alright task and the Stay task.
Continuing this example to the end of the crossover results in the following new strings:
5 PROPOSED METHODS
Coding
Normal binary coding would not be suited for this GA. Scheduling is not as simple as yes/no or on/off; it has a set of rules which must be obeyed. These rules are:
1. A task's predecessors must have finished their execution before it can start executing. 2. All tasks within the task graph must execute at least once. The first rule leads to giving tasks a property called height (or priority), which will be explained shortly. Rule 2 leads to the restriction that a task will execute once and only once. This is a very strong restriction when communications between tasks is high. This decision was made as it would be too difficult to get the GA to recognize the difference between two identical tasks. A method around this restriction is given in the future work section. The alphabet specifically chosen for the GA is H 3 xo of tsks À I; e i T e k ViY k, i T k. This means that the alphabet contains all numerical values from 0 to [the number of tasks in the task graph -1]. Each of these values can only appear once in each string. The string will contain elements equal to the number of tasks. The string specifically chosen for this work is the two dimensional representation.
There is a clear correspondence between this string and the real world problem that we are trying to solve. The ydimension is equal to the number of processors in the target computer. The x-dimension holds the tasks which are to run on that processor.
An important factor in selecting the string representation for the search nodes is that all of the search nodes in the search space are represented and the representation is unique. It is also desirable, though not necessary, that the strings are in one-to-one correspondence with the search nodes. That is, each string corresponds to a legal search node. The design of the genetic operator is greatly simplified if the string representation space and the search space is in one-to-one correspondence [29] .
Initialization
The importance of this part of the work was to establish a property for each task which allowed the smooth movement of tasks while making it easy to create legal schedules. A legal schedule is one which obeys the two previous rules listed at the beginning of this section. The three algorithms presented here work on the principle of ordering. There is an ordering system set up based on the task's property and this ordering must be maintained throughout all operations.
It is true to say that deviating from this strict ordering technique can produce legal schedules; it may even produce the optimal solution. Adhering to the strict ordering does guarantee that all schedules created are legal. As there will be a vast number of schedules created in one complete run of the GA the sacrifice of missing the optimal solution was made so that no illegal (useless) schedules are created.
Height Algorithms
The Height algorithm is based on the number of predecessors a task has. There are two methods of calculating this height, both giving slightly different results.
Method 1
. If the task has no predecessors, the height is zero.
. If the task has predecessors, then its height is the maximum of their heights plus one.
Method 2
. If the task has predecessors, then its height is the summation of their heights plus one.
These algorithms are executed by recursively calling themselves repeatedly (see Appendix). The algorithm is given in the Appendix and it works by going through all of the tasks in a task graph. If that task has had its height evaluated it skips on to the next task. If it hasn't had its height evaluated it calls a recursive function (find_height) to calculate it. If the task has no predecessors its height is zero. If the task knows its height, then that value is returned to the calling function. If the task's height is unknown it calls the find_height function for each of its predecessors, then adds them together according to the above two height methods. The use of method 1 verses method 2 is shown in Fig. 2 .
Priority Algorithms
The second objective is to create a genetic algorithm that performs scheduling based on the priority of the task (see Fig. 3 ). This is similar to the previous method, but the hope is that it will provide a slightly different schedule. The priority is defined as zero for exit tasks and (1 + the priority of the highest successor) for tasks with successors. An exit task is a task without successors. The implementation is exactly the same as the height methods except that the successors are searched instead of the predecessors (see Appendix).
Heuristic Algorithm
The heuristic algorithm is the third objective of this work. The two previous initialization techniques take the tasks and create a random initial population from it. This algorithm uses a heuristic to create an initial population. This is hoped to give the GA a more directed search. When the GA starts with a random population it has, effectively, the whole search space to cover. With a heuristic population it has a smaller area to search. The heuristic gets the solution to an approximate area and the GA searches around that area to try and refine the solution more. The heuristic used to seed the initial population is the list-based heuristic. The schedule produced by the heuristic is used as the first string, which is then mutated a few times to produce the remainder of the strings in the population.
The list-based heuristic was chosen out of the five available schedules as it closely matched the workings of the GA. The other methods use duplication (which the GA cannot handle) and insertion (which throws off the GA's precedence rules). The list-based heuristic uses a critical path/most immediate successor first (CP/MISF) method which is similar in style to the height and priority methods.
The heuristic does use a different style of property calculation (CP/MISF) that, if used alone, will not guarantee that a predecessor will not be scheduled before its parent. As the GA does use this information alone it is prone to producing illegal strings. This is not a major problem unless all of the current population is made up of illegal strings. If this happens the GA cannot make the next generation as it has no strings to reproduce from.
Reproduction
The reproduction technique used in this work was a simple roulette wheel. The fitness values would be calculated for each of the strings prior to calling this function.
Fitness Function
The calculation of the fitness function is quite simple. First, the Gantt chart of each string is calculated. The length of each processor string is measured to find the total finishing time of the schedule. The finishing time of the Gantt chart is equal to w mxfi (maximum finishing time of all tasks ). After accomplishing this for all the strings the result is the finishing times of the schedules. These times are subtracted from the maximum time (Cmax) to produce the fitness value. The maximum time is the maximum of all the finishing times. One percent of the maximum time is added to all of the fitness values. If this was not done then a situation could arise where some (or all) of the fitness values were zero. For the string that produces the maximum time it will produce a fitness value of zero. By adding on the one percent it gives this string a chance to be reproduced, i.e., p gmx À w HXHHI Â gmxX If a string is found to be illegal its fitness value is set to zero so that it cannot be reproduced.
Crossover Functions
The fact that the strings are two-dimensional means that some conversion had to be done to allow the crossover operators to work. The two forms of crossover operators both needed a one-dimensional string to work on. Before the crossover was performed the two-dimensional string underwent a mapping from two-dimensional space to one dimensional space. This mapping was one-to-one. The function which performed this is called store_string which places the substrings of the two-dimensional array end-to-end to make one long string. The end positions of each substring are recorded for later use.
This function takes the one-dimensional string and recreates a two-dimensional string. The first substring consists of the elements up to and including the first mark point, the second string consists of the elements from [first mark point ÀI] to [second mark point], and so on until the substrings are reconstructed.
The crossover functions have no concept of what an illegal or legal schedule is so another operator is used to make sure that the schedules coming out of the crossover operators are legal. This is done through a simple reordering of the elements of each substring. The elements within each substring are checked to make sure that they conform to the ascending property rules. If they do not, then the elements are reordered until they do.
PMX Crossover
The PMX crossover has two forms in this work. These are derived from a variation on the crossover sites. The first technique used is a crossover site (or window) which is of a set length. This means that every time the function is called it will always have a window of the same length. The position of this window changes every time it is called. The second technique used is to have a crossover site which is randomly created. The random numbers are selected and these two points make up the window ends. This creates a random window in a random position different for every time it is called.
The PMX_cross function takes two strings and crosses them over. The two strings are first converted into a onedimensional representation. The start position of the window is randomly selected. If it is of type one, a set number is added to the start position to get the end position of the window. If it is of type two, a second random number is found. If this number is larger than the first, it becomes the end position; if it is smaller it becomes the start position and the first number becomes the end position.
The crossing over technique is done by way of partners. When two partners are found (one from string one and one from string two) their values are swapped. When all of the elements within the window have been accounted for the rest of the string is crossed over.
The first free task within the window of string one is found. This task's number is found in the second string (called iP , task i in string 2). If it is found to be outside the window the first partner has been found. If it is within the window and at the same position as the task in string one they are both marked off as done and the next free task is found. If it is found within the window, but at a different position to the task in string one then the task in string one which is at the same position as iP is set as the first partner. This is then repeated for the new first partner until it has a matching element outside the window of string two. This complete process is repeated to find the second partner, which is an element of the second string.
Once the two partners have been found, their values are swapped and the whole process is repeated until no free tasks remain within the window. Once this is done the values within both windows are swapped. That is iI is swapped with iP for all values of i which are within the window. The two new crossover strings are then reordered to make them legal, then converted back to two-dimensional strings (see Appendix).
Cycle Crossover
The cycle crossover has two variations which both relate to the starting positions of the algorithm. The first technique has the starting position set to zero. The second technique has the starting position found by randomly generating a number.
The function Cycle_cross takes two strings as the input; these strings are converted from two dimensions to one. After this the starting position is determined. It is set at zero (for type one) or randomly selected (for type two). This position is iI (task at Start in string 1). This task is marked as done. Its matching task is located in string two, iP . This task is marked off as done. The task in string one at the same position as iP is marked as done. The matching task of the task in string one ( iI ) is located in string two ( jP ). This task is marked off as done. This continues until the start task ( sI ) is reached again. All of the tasks which are marked as done (the ones in the cycle) stay in their current positions; the rest are swapped between the strings, position by position. PI (task at position 2 in string 1) is swapped with PP . The two strings are now crossed over. They are reordered then converted back into a twodimensional representation (see Appendix).
Mutation

Swapp Mutation
Swapp mutation works by selecting two tasks and swapping them. The function Swapp_mutation takes a schedule (string) as an input. It randomly selects a processor, then randomly selects a task on that processor. This task is the first task of the pair to be swapped. Its property (height, priority) is extracted (P 1 ).
A second processor is randomly selected (it may be the same as the first). This processor is then searched for the first task with the property equal to P 1 . If the two tasks selected are in fact the same task the search continues on. If the two tasks are different they are then swapped over (see Appendix).
Additive Mutation
Additive mutation was first created to help in the movement of the substrings in the two-dimensional string. By just using any of the crossovers combined with the swapp mutation function, the individual lengths of the substrings never changed. This means that the shape of each string created from the random population never changed for the duration of its life and the life of its children. For example, if processor 3 in string 1 had five elements, then it would always have five elements, only the values of the elements change. This restricts the search space remarkably.
To solve this problem, additive mutation was developed. Additive mutation is a simple mutation created for use on multidimensional strings. It selects a task, then inserts it into a position on another substring.
The function Add_mut takes a schedule as an input. First, a processor is randomly selected, then a task on that processor is randomly selected. This is the task which is to be removed from the current position and inserted elsewhere. A second processor is randomly selected. A position is randomly selected from where the search is to be started.
The processor substring is now searched to find a position where the task can be inserted. It must be inserted such that the property rules are still upheld. Once this insertion position is found, the task is inserted and the old copy of the task is removed (see Appendix).
Convergence
Many researchers use a convergence algorithm which takes the average of the fitness values from generation to generation and stops if these averages are equal. The use of this makes the algorithm converge even though there was a possibility that the two generations in question were completely different. The average of a generation is not unique. Two different generations can produce the same average.
To solve this we chose to have the algorithm converge when the two previous generations were equal. This equality is measured by the lengths of the Gantt charts. These values had previously been calculated by the fitness function. Not only do the two previous generations have to be equal, but the strings within each generation must be the same in the sense that they all take the same time to execute. This is an extremely strict convergence criteria and the results reflect this as there is little convergence.
First, the original Gantt chart's times are reconstructed from the strings' fitness values and the generation's largest execution time. All of the strings in the current population are measured up against the first in the population. If they are all equal and this is the second time it has happened and the time they take to execute is equivalent to the previous generation, then the GA has converged. If all the strings are equal and this has never happened before the execution time of the strings is recorded and a counter is increased. If the string execution times are not equal the counter is reset to zero.
The overall structure of the algorithm is as follows: First, the initial population is created and the arrays are allocated to memory. This is the initialization section. The initial population is reproduced to create the first generation. This generation is crossed over and mutated. The results then go through reproduction and are checked to see if they have converged. This process is repeated until the GA converges or the generation limit is reached. The generation limit is the maximum number of generations the GA is allowed to produce before it is forced to terminate.
RESULTS
In producing the results given in this section, the following benchmark values were adopted: population size of 10, crossover type of PMX with window of size 6, crossover probability of 0.5, additive mutation, mutation probability of 0.1, initial population using the second priority algorithm, a generation limit of 50, a four-processor system, and a fully connected machine topology. In each test set only one of these parameters were changed. Each of the tests have been repeated six times for each GA implementation. This allows a reasonable average and standard deviation to be calculated.
Effect of Altering the Population Size
Five population sizes were chosen, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14. With each different population size, the GA was executed six times. The time these runs took were recorded, as well as the speedup and generation it converged at. These values were averaged across the six genetic runs with identical initial parameter settings. Fig. 4 shows the average time for each GA versus the size of its population. Fig. 5 shows the average speedup for each GA versus the size of the population. Table 1 shows the average generation at which the GA stopped. Note that the GA was forced to stop at generation 50. This does have an effect on the performance of the GA, but this is explored later.
The time needed increases in a linear fashion. This is what was expected as increasing the population size gives the GA a few more schedules to deal with, but increases the work load evenly across all areas.
From Table 1 it can be seen that the small populations converged faster than the larger populations. This is because it is less difficult to get a consensus on a solution. The more strings that have to meet the convergence criteria the harder it is to have the GA converge. For example, if the population size was two, the GA would converge extremely quickly as only two strings have to meet the convergence criteria. If the population size was 300, there is a large possibility that it will not converge. Just because a GA converges does not mean that it has found the best possible solution, it just means that the strings in the GA have ªagreedº on an answer.
The smaller population sizes completed early, but produced worse results. The larger population sizes took longer and were rewarded with better results. This is because the larger population sizes can search more points at one time. The smaller population sizes may step over some important solutions (i.e., the optimal one). At the same time, having a population size that is very large is also unproductive. In this case, the very large population size is searching the same point many times, at the one instance. This makes many of the strings redundant. This can be seen with population sizes of 12 and 14. Population size 14 has only marginally improved the answer of population size 12 and took about a second longer to do it.
The overall conclusion from this test is that the population size should be 12 for the 40 task problem. As a generic yardstick, the population size should be~30 percent of the number of tasks in the task graph.
Effect of Changing the Crossover Type
In this test, four different crossover techniques were measured up against themselves to find the best performing crossover technique for these type of problems (see Fig. 6 ). Three variations were chosen for the PMX crossover with set window. The times, speedup, and generation of convergence were recorded.
The best performing crossovers were the PMX with set window of seven and the PMX with random window. Overall, the PMX crossover performed better than the cycle crossover. The PMX crossover deals with the absolute position of the tasks within the strings, which may account for its greater performance.
Each of the crossovers seem to make the GA take the same amount of time to complete (see Fig. 7 ). They all converged around the 50th generation, except for the cycle crossover with starting position zero which converged at around the 42nd generation. This early convergence accounts for the better times produced by the technique. It did, however, produce the worst of the speedups. As there is no real difference in the times the performance could be measured solely on the speedup value. In conclusion, the PMX with a random window is the best generic crossover technique for these types of problems. The random window form was chosen above the set window of seven for the following reasons: The random window is easier to run on all problems. With the set window PMX for each task graph an ideal window setting needs to be found.
If the window setting of seven is used then for large task graphs (1,000 tasks) the crossover will not explore the solution space enough, and although converging quickly will not produce the best schedule. The PMX crossover with a random window has the ability to take large and small steps within the solution space.
Effect of Changing the Mutation Type
There are only two forms of mutation used in this program: swapp and additive. The average speedups, average execution time, and the converged generations were recorded in Fig. 8 . One can note from Fig. 9 that both forms of mutation produce equally good speedups. The swapp mutation was a lot faster than the additive mutation. This is because the additive mutation had to perform more work in finding an appropriate insertion point. This quickly added up over the loops. The swapp mutation only had to find a task with equivalent priority to the current task. The swapp mutation converged at around the 40th generation while the additive mutation was stopped at the 50th generation.
In conclusion, the additive mutation will be used as the generic mutation technique in this work because the additive mutation as able to provide a wider range of strings.
Algorithm Type
There are five styles of GA initialization. All have different ways to calculate the properties of the tasks. The speedup, total time, and generation at which convergence took place were recorded (see Figs. 10 and 11 and Table 2 ).
The best performing GA is the one with the heuristic initial population. In this case, the GA failed to improve the heuristic schedule, so it rides on the success of the heuristic. This may have come about because the solution found is the optimal solution. This style of GA has been known to improve the result of the heuristic in other task graphs. It simply depends on the task graph. This style of GA may have a better chance of producing a better solution with a large number of tasks in a task graph with many local minima.
Out of the four styles that are GA-based, the priority algorithms outperform the height algorithms. This is the outcome which was hoped for when the priority algorithms were designed. The first priority algorithm is only slightly better than the height algorithm, whereas the second priority algorithm is much better than the other three.
There is a large range in the convergence times. The heuristic base was the fastest. This was mainly because it converged much faster than the others. If you were to order the styles of GA in ascending order of completion time you would get the same order as you would get by sorting them by the generation it converged at. The second priority algorithm was the only one to not converge before the 50th generation. The first algorithm of both styles of GA converged faster than the second algorithm.
In conclusion, if one is to place a generation limit on the GA, the second priority algorithm would be the generic algorithm to use. If speed and convergence are required, then the first height algorithm is suggested because it converges faster and still gives adequate solutions. The heuristic base algorithm outperforms all of the others, but it is unstable. The use of this algorithm is restricted to ªstableº task graphs.
Effect of Changing the Mutation Probability
In this test run, the mutation probability was varied so that an optimal position could be found. Eight values were used and the speedup and total time were recorded (see Fig. 12 ). Three points were noted for this case, 0.15, 0.3, and 0.5. The best mutation value is 0.3 for this task graph with 0.5 very close behind it. The other values fail to produce better speedups because the mutation rate may have been too disruptive to the GA or not disruptive enough. The optimal mutation probability can only be chosen when also compared with the time taken. It is easy to predict that the time taken will increase as the mutation value increases. This is simply because over one loop more strings are being mutated on. In the case of a mutation probability of 1.0 all strings are being mutated. The three times which are of great importance are the times associated with the values 0.15, 0.3, and 0.5. The time of value 0.15 is the lowest followed by 0.3 then 0.5.
In this case, the best mutation probability is 0.3. This value had the best average speedup, and a competitive time duration. The value 0.5 took too long to complete and value 0.15, although being the fastest, produced the worst speedup of the three.
Effect of Changing the Crossover Probability
In this test run, seven different crossover probabilities were used to help derive the best crossover probability for this problem, as shown in Fig. 13 . From the results, it was found that the best value for crossover probability was at 0.7 since it allows the GA to search enough areas of the solution space. However, another two values of 0.4 and 1.0 produced equally good results, but the 0.7 values was the best. The time needed for computations increased when the crossover probability increased (in the majority of cases), which will lead to longer times for the GA to converge.
Most of the focus is placed on positions 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0. The probability 1.0 takes very long to finish, so it has to be discounted on that matter. The time it takes for 0.4 to finish is about the same time for 0.7 to finish. These two values are almost equal in performance. In conclusion, the generic crossover probability should be 0.7 as it produces the best average speedup in a competitive time. If this value fails to perform, it is suggested to drop the value down to 0.4 as this value performs with equal capability.
Effect of Altering the Number of Tasks
In this test run, the number of tasks in the task graph were altered. This was to see the effect on the total time. The time taken to find a solution linearly increases as the number of tasks increases. By viewing the graph there is a linear line of fit inserted. The data points fall on or very close to this line. The one deviating the most from the line is due to early convergence. It converged at around 44 generations where as the rest converged at around 50 generations. Naturally if it converges earlier the times will be lower. The result shown in Fig. 14 is very important since it proves that the complexity of computations as the number of tasks increases is linear and this has great implications from a practical point of view.
The GA performs poorly against the heuristic when the number of tasks in the task graph is low. The test run was used to see if the gap closes for tasks graphs with a greater number of tasks. The times and speedups were recorded for both the GA and the heuristic. The error difference from the GA to the heuristic was determined with the following formula:
This error is shown in Fig. 15 . The error between the GA and the heuristic is quite large for small numbers of tasks. A significant improvement is made by increasing the number of tasks to 100. Improvement is still being made with a task graph of more than 1,000 tasks. This idea can be extended to say that for task graphs with a large number of tasks (~thousands of tasks) the GA is competitive with the heuristic. This idea could be taken even further to speculate that a GA could produce better schedules than a heuristic for very large task graphs (~millions of tasks). The time taken to achieve these results was quite long, minutes as compared to seconds for the heuristic when the number of tasks increases drastically. An advantage to the vast time differences is that the GA could use the heuristic as its base and further refine the solution (as mentioned before). The running of the heuristic before the GA will not create a noticeable delay. In addition, it is expected that GAs will excel when the task graphs are not stable in nature.
Number of Generations
This test run increases the generation limit from 40 generations to 400 generations. This was applied to see the effect of the early termination of the GA. The speedup and the percentage of the generations used were measured. The best average speedup was attained when the limit was set to 100 generations. After this the average speedup decreased. The second best average speedup was attained when the generation limit was set to 40. Between these two high points the speedup is low. This highlights the need to get the generation limit correct. From this it can be concluded that setting the generation limit to an excessively large number has a negative effect on the running of the GA.
Further, the first four GA-based algorithms used up all of their generations. The last two GAs converged before the limit was reached. There is no easy explanation as to why the six runs with a limit of 200 generations converged at an average of 121, whereas the six runs with a limit of 400 generations converged at an average of 371. The best explanation that can be given is that some runs used up all of the generations and pushed the average up. These runs would continue for a long time if it were not for the limit. There were three such tasks for both of the last two algorithms. It can also be put down to the stochastic nature of the GA.
The parameter set of a GA is very important; it is the difference between success and failure. A lot of time is spent in finding the optimal set of parameters of the problem at hand. By reviewing the results presented in this section several things can be said. For the 40-task graph the optimal population size should be 12. For larger task graphs the population size should be approximately 30 percent of the number of tasks. The crossover type should be the PMX crossover with random window. Additive mutation should be chosen for its ability to help the GA search a larger space. If the GA is to be working alone, then the optimal technique is the second priority method. If any initial population is allowed, the optimal GA is one which starts from a heuristic initial population. The mutation probability should be set to 0.3. The crossover probability should be set at either 0.7 or 0.4.
In general, the scheduling results and the accompanying statistical analysis produced in this work showed that GAs excel in refining a solution that is created by a heuristic as opposed to starting with a random initial population. Also, results prove that GAs will provide better and more reliable solutions as the size of the tasks graph increases. The results showed that there is a linear relationship between the size of the task graph and the time it takes to find the schedule. So, the speed of a GAbased scheduler can be further improved when a parallel platform is used to perform the computations [28] . Many ideas and techniques can still be applied to improve the ideas presented in this paper [27] , [30] .
CONCLUSION
An alternative solution was presented to the task scheduling problem. The paper provided a brief overview of GAs. A framework for using GAs to solve scheduling problems was proposed and the results were compared with other well-known heuristics. The conditions under which a GA performs best were highlighted. It was shown that a GA performs very well when combined with heuristics that can be used to generate the initial population. GAs can be employed to design new and more generic techniques to solve scheduling problems and any advances made in this direction can be extended to other classes of problems that are NP-complete.
APPENDIX
The Height Algorithm is shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 17 shows the Priority Algorithm. The PMX Crossover Algorithm is shown in Fig. 18 , and Fig. 19 shows the Cycle Crossover Algorithm. Finally, Fig. 20 shows the Mutation Algorithms. 
